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By ALVIN SEIFF 
SUMMARY 
The supersonic jree-flight wind tunnel is a facility at the 
Ames L aboratory oj the NAOA in which aerodynamic test 
models are gun-launched at high speed and directed upstream 
through the test section oj a super onic wind tunnel. In this 
way, test Mach numbers up to 10 have been attained and indi-
cations are that still higher speeds will be realized. An advan-
tage oj this technique is that the air and model temperatures 
simulate those oj flight through the atmosphere . Also the 
Reynolds numbers are high. Aerodynamic measurements are 
made jrom photographic observation oj the model flight. Instru-
ments and techniques have been developed for measul'ing the 
following aerodyna.mic properties: drag. initiallijt-curve slope, 
initial pitching-moment-curve slope, centel' oj pre sure, skin 
friction, boundary-layer transition, damping in roll, and 
aileron ejJ ectiveness. 
INTRODUCTIO N 
A relatively straightforward way to produce hypersonic 
air flow about an object is to shoot it from a gun at high 
speed upstream through the test section of a supersonic 
wind tunnel. The resultant air speed is high, and the 
speed of sound in the test stream is relatively low. Accord-
ingly, high Mach numb rs can be realized with only moder-
ate demands on the performance of the wind tunnel and the 
gun. For example, if the wind tunnel has a ?l1ach number 
2 air stream and the gun fire at 4000 feet per second, the 
resulting Mach number is approximately 7. For an air-
stream Mach number of 3 and a projectile velocity of 8000 
feet per second, the test 11ach number becomes 15. Thus 
the air-stream Mach number can be kept below values at 
which there is difficulty with air condensation and still 
permit the attainment of hypersonic test Mach numbers. 
The stagnation-point air temperatures and boundary-
layer recovery temperatures which occur in tests of this 
nature are quite high, made so by the ame actions as pro-
duce high temperature levels in hypersonic free flight through 
the atmosphere. For very high Mach numbers at which 
stagnation temperatures of thousands of degrees Rankine 
occur in flight, this technique provides a feasible and con-
venient method of attaining those temperatures. The Reyn-
olds number simulation is also good because the models fly 
in the relatively dense air of a moderately upersonic air 
stream. 
I t can be anticipated, however, that the launching of an 
aerodynamic model, such as an airplane, from a gun will 
offer greater problems than would the latillching of a simple 
projectile, particularly if high peed is the goal. This, then , 
is one of the problem to be met. Another is the problem 
of extracting aerodynamic data from the brief flights. It 
can be foreseen that some aerodynamic properties, such a 
the drag, will be obtained by procedures that are straight-
forward, at lea t in principle. M ethods for measuring lift, 
center of pre ure, or boundary-layer kin friction may be 
less apparent. 
Because it offered promise of providing test conditions 
and data that would be difficul t to obtain in other ways, 
thi technique was proposed by H. J. Allen in 1946 as the 
ba i of a facility for hypersonic research at the Ames 
Laboratory. Thi proposal resulted in the construction of 
the supersonic free-flight wind tunnel which was pu t into 
operation at the close of 1949. This facility has been used 
in the ensuing period to tudy aerodynamic problems in the 
Mach number range from 4 to 10. The present paper and 
reference 1 may be con idered a progress reports op. the 
development of the facili ty and technique. The material 
presented here include a description of the facility, a dis-
cus ion of model design and latillching, and a discussion of 
measurement t echniqu s and the accmacies attained. 
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acceleration, ft/sec2 
coefficients of theoretical equation for rolling 
mo ion 
speed of sound in the te t section, ft l ec 
reference area, ft2 
drag coefficient 
dam ping-in-roll coefficien L 
li ft coefficient 
lift-cUl've slope, per radian 
pitching-moment-curve lope, per radian 
di tance decrement, ~ at2, It 
drag force, lb 
error in drag force, lb 
error in acceleration, ft/sec2 
time error, sec 
distance error, ft 
frequency, cp 
moment of inertia of model about tile longi-
tudinal axis, lug-ft2 
moment of inertia of model about a transverse 
axis through the center oI gravity, slug-ft2 
1 Supersedes recently declassified NAOA RM A52A24, "The Ames Supersonic Free-Flight Wind Tunnel," by Alvin Seii1, Oarlton S. James, Thomas I . Oanning, and Alfred Q. 
Boissevain, 1952. 
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clamping-in-roll constant, equation (30), sec- I 
pA, it-I 
2m 
model length, f t 
rolling moment due to rolling velocity, lb-ft/ 
r adian / ec 
rolling moment due to aileron deflec tion, 
lb-f t/radian 
lift force, lb 
lift-curve slope, lb/radian 
model mass, slugs 
Mach number 
11aeh n umber of the wind- tunnel au' s tream 
relative to the ear th 
pi tching-moment-curve slope, lb-ft/radian 
equilibrium rolling velocity, radians/sec 
model rolling veloci tv a i t en tel'S the te t sec-
tion, radian /sec 
dynamic pressure of the air s tream relative to 
the model, lb/ft2 
compres ive tre a t model base, Ib /ft2 
time, sec 
sta tic temperature of air stream, oR 
tagna Lion temperature of air tr eam relative 
to model, oR 
veloci ty of the air stream relative to the earth, 
ft/sec 
initial velocity in the x direction of the model 
relative to the air, ft/see 
velocity in the x direction of the model r elative 
to the ear th, I t/sec 
initial veloci ty in the x direction of the model 
relative to the earth, ft/ ec 
veloci ty in the x direction of the model r ela tive 
to the ail' , ft /sec 
yelocity component of wind-tunnel air stream 
normal to tunnel aXl , f t/ ec 
resultan t velocity of model r ela tive to the air, 
f t/sec 
density of material from ,,-hich model is made, 
slug/fL3 
distance parallel to tunnel axi Ll'av led by the 
mod el relative to the earth, ft 
distance parallel Lo tunnel axi traveled by the 
model r elative to the air, ft 
location of model cen tel' of pre ure measured 
from model no e, It 
location of model center of gravity measured 
from model nose, ft 
gun length, ft 
coordinate normal to tunnel axis, f t 
ampli tude of werying motion, ft 
angle of attack , r adians 
ampli tude of pi tching 0 cilla tion, radian 
aileron deflec tion angle, radian 
ail' den ity in tes t section, slugs/ft3 
relative wind direction measured from x axis, 
radians 
1'011 po i tion, radian 
roil posi tion of model as it enter te t section, 
r adians 
EQUIP MENT AND TECHNIQUES 
GENERAL A RH A GEME T 
The arrangemen t of equipmen t which ha been used in 
the super onic free-flight te t at the Arne Laboratory is 
shown in figure 1. A gun for launching the test model i 
placed in the diffu er of a mail supersonic wind tunnel, and 
pl'ovi ion is made for observing the flight of the model 
through the tes t section by means of hadowgraph stations. 
In ]uo t re peet the wind tunn el is no t unu ua!. It has 
interchangeable two-dimen ional nozzles for air- tream Mach 
number of 2 and 3, and the tes t section is 1 foot wide by 
2 feet hiO'h. The most unu ual fea ture are the tes t section 
length, which is 1 feet, and the large number of flow obser-
va tion sta tion , even in all. Both these featmes are funda-
men tal to the use of the wind tunnel for free-flight te ting. 2 
I 
Ai r from re ser voi r 
I 
" To p shadow qraph stat ions Launching gun 
I No.4 No.3 No.2 No.1 / 
6~,(===~'~\ ~: =-~' ~/~'========~§§~_~/~~~~J 
"-
'Model catcher 
Exhau st 
to a tmosphere 
-0-
Side sh a dowg raph sta l ions 
No.7 No.6 No.5 
\ I 
1-----+ Tes l sec l ion 
Supersonic nozzle 
Eleva l ion 
FLG U RE l .- General a rrangement of the Ames supersonic free-flight 
w i nd tunnel. 
Ail' a t elevated pre smes up to 6 a tmospheres is supplied 
to the wind tunnel from a large re eryoi1'. Discharge i 
to the atmo phere through two righ t-angle bends which act 
as a light trap . A photograph of the test section and control 
panel i shown in figm e 2. 
Pho toelectric equipmen t is used to detect the approach of 
the model to each shadowgl'aph sta tion and fire the shadow-
graph sparks. The tinle of firing of the parks is recorded 
by a chronograph. The linear and angular po itions of the 
model a t each tation are recorded in the hadowgraphs. 
This record of time and position provid s the basic data from 
which aerodynamic force and moments are computed . 
The successful application of this device to aerodynamic 
Lesting require the development of several different aspect 
of the operation in to a workable tate. The models must 
be launched in stable flight without damage and with small 
dispersion. Electronic equipmen t mu t detect the model in 
its flight, fire the shadowgraph spark at the correct in tants, 
2 T he test secti~n is currently being mod iiled to incorporate 1 stations, g on the top and 9 
on the side, spaced at 3-foot intervals. 
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produce light bursts of short duration to give crisp model 
image for po ition mea urem ent, and time the spark firings 
with preci ion. Finally , procedures must be devi ed for 
convertina- thi information into aerodynamic data. The 
remainder of thi paper will be concerned with these ubj ects. 
FIG URE 2.- Photograph of test section a nd control panel. 
THE DESIO A D LA U CHING OF THE TE T MODELS 
Launching an aerodynamic model from a gun without 
destroying it or deforming it, and setting it in fligh t along a 
predetermined course is eldom a in1ple matter and is one 
that has required considerable developmen t. For de igning 
the model, a fundamen tal con ideration is knowleda-e of the 
maximum acceleration tha t will occur. Furthermore, for 
attaining high launching p eed, the launching acceleration 
must be h eld to the minimum possible value. For the e 
reasons, the accelerations which OCClli' in guns are of prime 
concern to the model de igner . A fir t step toward defining 
these accelerations is to con ider the implified case of uniform 
acceleration. The relationship between muzzle velocity and 
acceleration is then 
(1) 
Thus the projectile acceleration will tend to increa e with 
the square of muzzle velocity. Also, the greater the length 
over which the acceleration process can be tretched, the 
lower the acceleration will b e, suggesting the desirability of 
long guns. 
The uniform acceleration is the minimum acceleration for a 
given muzzle velocity in a given length gun , ince a lower accel-
eration at any point along the bore will necessitate a higher 
acceleration ali another point to maintain the specified muzzle 
velocity. Therefore, peak accelerations will b e greater than 
indicated by equation (1) . The value that do occur can be 
determined reliably only from experiment. The pressure 
variation in the powder chamber during firing i mea ured by 
means of a strain gage. An example of the pre ure varia-
tions recorded is shown in fig ure 3. The peak acceleration is 
calculated from thi record by assuming that the peak cham-
~---
ber pressure is applied to the model base.3 In this way data, 
uch as are shown in figure 4, are collected to define the 
variation of peak acceleration with muzzle velocity for 
particular condi tions of gun geometry, projectile weight, and 
powder finene s. Not only docs the mean acceleration in-
crease with the square of muzzle velocity according to equa-
tion (1) Oower curve, fig . 4), but in addition, the raliio of 
peak acceleration to mean acceleration increases with in-
crea ing muzzle velocity. The resultant rate of rise of peak 
acceleration \\rith muzzle velo ity is very harp and reaches 
value in the hundreds of thou ands of g' . 
' In general, the pressure at the projectile base is lower than the cbam ber pressure. The 
ratio of tbe two depends mainly on the instantaneous projectile velocity and the distance of 
the projectile from the powd r chamber. At t he instant of peak pressure, conditions are 
such that the two pressures arc very nearly eq ual. 
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FIG RE 3.- train-gage record of cha mber pre sure in 
1.5-inch smooth-bore gun . 
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FIGURE 4.-Acceleration data from the Arne 1.5-inch smooth-bore gun . 
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When the peak launching acceleration for the desired 
muzzle velocit,y ha been establi hed a described above, thc 
model strength requir ment become definite. The stresse 
due to acceleration mu t be kept within the bound of what 
the materials can withstand. Experience has indi ated that 
the model will deform or fail when th e stres exceeds the 
stalic yield tres. (An exception to thi i the case of a solid 
cylind r which fills the gun bore and i therefore su pported 
on all sides . When upported in this way, nylon pIa tic, for 
example, can be subjected to everal times its normal ulti-
mate stress ,,-ithout failure. ) A Lype of fai lure that frequenl-
ly defille the acceleration limit i failure du to compressive 
stress 1, t lte model base. The acceleratin o' force lran mided 
through the ba e mu 1, accelerate the model mas at the 
specified rate, and K ewton 's law applied to this situation 
define the stress aL the base. Consider thc case of a solid 
homogeneous cone of any de ired fin ene ratio acceleraLed 
parallel to its axi. The acceleration for failure at the ba e 
depends only on the cone lenath and it strength-,,-eight ratio. 
a=3s/wl (2) 
For thi type of failure and for others, the strength-weight 
ratio determines the maximum speed with \\-hich the model 
<:an be fired and i therefore a mo t important property of 
the m del. For this reason, the aluminum alloy, 75 T , is 
one of the best commonly available material for mod 1 
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FIGURE 5.-Allowable axial accelerations for solid 75-ST aluminum 
cones . 
fabrication. The maximum allowable accelerations for COill-
pre sive failure at the base ,,-ith cone of this material are 
hown in figure 5 as a function of cone length. Thi figme 
ho"-s, for example, that olid cone longer than 4.2 inche 
will fail aL accelerations greater than 500,000 g'. Of OUTse, 
other type of failure such as column failure with lender 
bodies and local buckling of thin-walled hells may occur in 
particular circum tances before com pres ive failure at the 
base. Also, the model hape and solidiLy affect the tolerable 
acceleraLion for compres ive failure. Therefore, figure 5 
should be regarded only as an example of the allowable accel-
erati.ons for a particular ca e. It i a favorable example in 
the en e that the solid homogeneou cone is better able to 
wilhstand axial acceleration lhan are the usual test models. 
The effecL of incr a ing the launching velocity, then, i to 
limit Lhe model cale. The extent of the limitation will de-
pend on parLicular factors, principally the model hape and 
the ability of the gun t.o produce hiO'h peed with low ac-
celeration. 
everal consideration other t ban trength enter into the 
model de ian. Aerodynamic Labilily i one. As with full-
scale aircraft , the center of gravity mu 1, be located to give 
lability, by balla ling the nose or hollowing the ba e. In 
a few cases , pin tability has been used, but normally it has 
been avoided because it, may alter aerodynamic properties. 
Another con ideration is t.hat the weight and moment of 
inertia of the model must be adjusted to give a sufficient 
re pon e to the aerodynamic force and moments. The 
requirements in t.his respect will be discussed in later ec-
tion . .\ n important con ideration i the protection and 
alinement of the model during nrina. This is accompli hed 
by use of a sabot which is an auxiliary part of the projectile, 
integral with the model within the gun , but scparate after 
emerging from the barrel. The sabot eparate the model 
from the powder gase , holds it free of the gun wall, and 
applies the accelerat.ing force to the model. In flight, it 
must separate cleanly with a minimum of disturbance. 
The numb I' of possible sabots i nearly as varied a the 
number of pos ible models. As examples of the variety to 
be encountered, a few specific ones will be de cribecl. A 
t.ypical sabot for fin- tabilized bodies of revolution uch as the 
one on t.he left in figure 6 (a) is shown at the COlTe ponding 
position in figure 6 (b) . To bold the body alined in the gun, 
it makes use of fingers et in the quadrant between the fins. 
In flight, the fingers separate radially due to air force on their 
beveled leading edges . Sabots of this general type appar-
ently were first used at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, 
White Oaks, ~Iaryland. A sabot which ha been used for 
launching cones and similar model is sho \\-n at the center of 
the figure. The model sho\\'11 is an aerodynamically stable 
cone, made stablc by thin-walled construction over the after 
70 percent of its length. The cone ba e is eate 1 on a 
cylindrical abot and is ground to fit and soaled \vith topcock 
grease. The hollow volume between the part i then evacu-
ated llu'ough a fine hole in the abot ba e. Thi provide a 
firm holding action which will hold the model on the sabot 
for laLeral acceleration up to 10 g'. Th e evacuation hole i 
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(0) 
(a) Models. 
(b) Model and abot assemblies. 
FIGURE 6.-Representative model and abots. 
ealed with a piece of plastic tape. On firing, the tape is 
ruptured by the pressure and powder ga e accumulated 
in ide th model. At th e gun muzzle, the ga pressure 
provide po itive eparating action. At the right in figure 
6, there i shown a model devi cd for the measurement of 
kin friction. I t i a thin-walled tube (wall thickne , les 
th an ~~2 inch) with a beveled leading edge. These model s 
were spin stabilized by firing from a rifled gun. For protec-
t ion from the rilling, the models were made under ize and 
'Happed in pIa tic film before loading. The acceleration 
load was transmitted to the model through a rifled aluminum 
di k which also impar ted pin through friction at the mod 1 
ba e. 
R ANG E OF T E T co DITIO ' 8 
The Mach number ranO'e of the super onic free-flight 
wind tunnel is shown in figure 7 for model launching peeds 
from 1000 to 7000 feet per second. The ),1ach number i 
calculated from Lhe re ulLant speed of the air relative to the 
model compared to the peed of ound in the te t secLion. 
11;[ um+ua= u m+ 1W• 
ao ao 
(3) 
The peed of ound, ao, for the exi ting condiLion of an air 
reservoir at room temperature and an alr-stream :Mach 
number of 2, is about 830 feet per econd. 
By utilizing the tunnel with still ail' and with ail' flow at 
j)"1 =2, the entire uper onic peed range up to a :-1ach number 
of 10 is covered. The elected upper limit of te t 11ach num-
ber i arbitrary. lIissile model about 3 inches long have 
been launched at peeds up to 7000 feet pel' econd. One 
is hown in flight at a Mach number of 10 in :flO'ure . Indi-
cations are that small- cale models can be latillched some-
what fa tel' and that, by usc of a 11ach number 3 nozzle, 
11ach number up to 15 will be attained. 
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FIGURE 7.-CIII'I'f'nt :\Iach numbt'1' rangt'. 
FIGURE .·-:'-lodel in flight at .11=10, R=16 million, <>=6° . 
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The R eynolds number limit are hown in fig ure 9 and 10 . 
The R eynold number per inch (fig. 9) incr a es with in-
crea ing M ach number because the free-stream air density 
and visco ity remain fixed a the :-Iach number i increased. 
The maximum length Reynold numbers attainable (fig. 10) 
have been calculated by u e of the model length limitations 
implicit in figure 4 and 5. Below a 11a h number of ,the 
model was arbitrarily as wn ed limited in length to 12 in hes . 
o limit due to launching accelerat ion exists in this area. 
Above M = , the length is forced down by the acceleration 
characteristics of the gun and model. Quite high maximum 
R eynolds number , above 40 million over mo t of the peed 
range are indicated. To a degree this figure i deceptive. 
It applies only to olid cone, and has been derived without 
regard for proper model mas characteri t ics, stability, etc. 
Therefore, for the usual ca e, a somewhat lower maximum 
curve than the one shown would apply, but would still be 
measurable in th ten of millions. 
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The ta tic air temperature in the test ection for the un-
heated air upply expanded to a Mach number of 2 is approx.-l-
mately 3000 R ankine. This is about three-fourths the tem-
perature in the isothermal layer of the atmosphere- at 
altitudes from 30,000 to 100,000 feet. Accordingly, the te t 
tagnation temperatures are about three-fourths the flight 
stagnation temperature in this altitude range as is shown in 
figure 11. By compari on the body urface temperature 
remain relati ely cold, no t much higher than room tempera-
ture. This is due to the short duration of the test flights-
about 10 to 20 milli econd. Jormally the body urface 
temperature ri e due to aerodynamic heating in fligh t is of 
the or ler of 20 0 to 50° Fahrenheit except in the r egion of a 
pointed tip or a sharp leading edge. At these locations, 
calculations have indicated a temperatme ri e of a few 
hundred degr ee in a limited region (hundredths of an inch 
long) near the tip . For the most part, however, it i a good 
approximation to a sume negligible temperature rise in 
flight, so for room-temperature models, the ratio of wall 
temperature to stream temperature is near 1.S. For flight 
in the isothermal al titude range, this correspond to a body 
mface temperatme of 260 0 Fahrenheit. 
EQUIP ME T F OR RE CORDING TH E MOD EL FLI GHT P ATH 
The method u ed for mea urement of aerodynamic charac-
teri tics in the subject facility is ba ically the same a i used 
in balll tics ranges. The pre ent facili ty, however , is limited 
in length, being confined to the test section of a supersonic 
I 
I 
I 
( 
I 
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wind tunnel ,4 and this makes it nece al'y to measure time 
aud po i tion with unusual accuracy. As will be hown sub-
sequently, for some measurement, errors must be held to a 
few thousandths of an i.nch in po ition and a few hundredth 
of a microsecond in time. The way in which these require-
men ts arc met will be described in this section. T he first 
part will cleal with the shaclowgraph recording of mod el 
po i tion , and the latter part with the preci e measuremen t of 
the times at which the hadowgraph parks fire. 
For the hadowgraph tations from which the basi 
measurements are obtained- tho e which view the horizontal 
plane- a parallel light ystem was selected so that the models 
and their posi tions would be projected at true scale and with-
out distortion. T he opti a1 system of these tations is 
indicated schematically in figure 12. As indicated therein, 
the light source are high intensi ty parks. Light produced 
by the park i made parallel by reflection from spherical 
mirror and i directed through optical glas windows across 
the test section where it fall on - by 10-inch photograph ic 
plates located just above the upper windows. A calc used 
to mea ure lineal' and angular position of the models i 
located just below the film plates and is recorded along the 
edge of each hadowgraph as shown in figure 13. The firing 
of the parks, which is ini iated by the in terrup tion of the 
photobeams at each tation, is electronically delayed to let 
the model reach the desired position in the field of view of 
the station . 
Characteristics of the system tJlat are important in pro-
viding reliable po ition data are: a spark of short duration 
and mall aper ture to give a sharp shadow image; a light 
y tern alin ecl and calibrat d to proj ect the model po ition 
from the plane of fligh t to t he plane of the photograph 
• T he length of the test secti oLl is limited by the growj h of boundary layer on the wind 
tunnel walls. Wi th too long a test section. th boun dary layer would fill t he channel. With 
the dimensions used here, the boundary layer on each side wall fi lls one-fourth the wi dth of 
f he channel at the downstr<.'am end . 
F IGURE 12.- ch ematic d iagram of hadowgraph and ch ronograph 
y terns. 
432844-57-2 
FIGURE 13.- hadowgraph picture showing th e full field of view and 
t he m easuring scal c. 
without causing error; and, a model detection ystem to fire 
the park reliably 0 that it can be expected that wh en a 
model is launched , data will be recorded. 
The photoelectric system for fi ring the sparks.- Two 
inches ahead of each shado\\-grapb tation, ligb t from an 
incandescen t lamp is collimated by a strip segment of a th1'ee-
dimensional len to form a parallel beam inch s wide by X 
inch thick which is directed across the heigl)t of the wind 
tlmnel to form the photobeam .5 Below th e wind Lunnel, the 
light is collected by a similar lens egment and fo cLl eel on a 
phototub to produ a pho tocl d ric currenL of about 6 
microamps. mall change in this current occur momen-
tarily when a model interrupt the photobeam. Th e current 
pulse produced i of high frequency a nd represenLs ve ry li t Lle 
elecLrical charge 0 that care mu t be [ak 11 to avoid losing it 
to ground through the random capacity of the y Lem. Th e 
model signal is taken off a re i Lor a a voltage pul e alld is 
amplified eigh t-thou and fold in three s tage Lo control th e 
operation of a thyratron which pas es th e t rigger impulse to 
fire the park.6 
Two kinds of Lroubl were encountered in the development 
of the above sy tern that arc ,,-orLh noLing. Because i t was 
required to be very sensitive, spuriou ignals could be in tro-
duced by vibrating the optical parL and electronic com-
ponents in the fir t Lages of amplification. The result at 
first was that the ,,-ind-tunnel noi e and vibra tion were 
ufficient to fixe the spark a fa t a tbe condenser re-
charged. After some development, tbi wa corrected by 
shock-mounting sensitive parL and fil Lering out low fre-
quencie which contributed to tbe noise but no t to the signal 
gen rated by tb e pa age of the model. A second problem 
wa a tendency of the variou stations to in terfere. For 
example, tation 1, when fired, would al 0 seL off tatioll 2. 
This was found to be due primarily to electromagnetic 
, Because the photoelectriC li ght beam is very near the shadowgraph station, it tcnds to 
fog-expose t he shadowgraph film . Th is is prevented by use of red photo beams and rcd in-
sensi th'e shadowgrapb plates . 
• See reference 2 for information on the electronic circui ts mentioned here and elsewhere in 
t his rcport. 
~ ~ ~.--~ .. ---~~~-
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l'aeliat ion fl'om th e high-Yolt age spark-tl'i ggr l' lead a nd \\'as 
('o ITeelrll b)~ sllo rtelli llg an d sllieldin g thc lea ds . T ll e de-
ve lopment and impro\' ement of th is equipment \\' n. carried 
on chic )' b)' ,J. R. Jedli cka and IT . J . K elwin in 1951-52. 
At (he ]ll'rsl' Il( t ime, it s r el iab ilily i goo el . Bellcr than 19 
oul of 2() piC'luL'es attempted arc r eco rd ed . The failul'es that 
OCC lll' call be' trac'ed (0 ddrct i,' r (' il'c' ui t elemrn( 01' eq ually 
definitr CDUSe'S. 
The Shadowgra ph sparks ,- Th e ci emand that a l'c im-
posed on thc light source in this application are r ea11," very 
severe. The d uration must be a small frad ion of a micro-
seco nd Lo t'ffec tivel.\' "s (op" the proj eel ile motion on the 
film. Th e illt en ity musl br uffi cient to expose film in (hi 
length of (ime a t n, di s tancc of 7 feet from the OUl'C' e, l he 
focal lClwt it of the collima ting mirror. Fortunatel:,' , co n-
sid erable dcve lopment of such fl, ligh t OUl'(:e h ad. heen ('om-
pleted beforc the pre cnt fac ili ty \\'as built , fLt the Ballistic 
Rcseal'('h Laborator.'~, ~'\.herdeen , :\ l /l,r.daml (ref. 3). The 
BRL spaJ'k des ign \\'n,5 used in l ile prescnt fac il it~, . It con-
sists of t\\·o aluminulll r lec lroclrs se ( at a, gap of about. 0.1 
inch connrC'led h~T hort It'ads to th e oppo ite plales of a 
conc1ens l' (i n th i_ casc, 0.1 m icro farad) charged to 6000 
vo l( . Th e spar k is fired h.\~ ion izing the a il' ill tlte gap, 
u ing the higit yolt agt' outp ut of all indu ct ioll ('oil iLppliecl 
to a third. elrcl rocie, l itc trigger eleel rode. The total lio-ht 
output depends primarily on the energ," s tored; tha t is, on 
the vol( age and capaci t~' . The duration depends on the 
natu l'9.l frequency n,nd clamping of the oscilJ aLor~' di ch arge 
whi ch occurs in this capac it iye-incluctive loop . Experi-
mentally, the efl'ert ive dlll'a lion of the spark is found , from 
exam ina Lion of the blur prod ucccl a.t the ba. e of fa. t mov ing 
projectile, to be about % microsecond . The total duration 
(time dur ing which an.v m easuriLbl CUl'ren t is fl owing in the 
loop) is greateJ'. 
Sparks of horter duration ha\'c bcen cle,'eloped us in O' an 
arrangement sugge ted by L . , . G. K o\'asznay, reference 4, 
cowi tillg of multiple condensers sUl'l'ouncling the electrode 
to reduce the incluC'lance of the circuit and therebv in cl'ea e 
it natural frequency . A t Ames Laboratol'~~ , ' I'. J. K erwin 
has appl ied til i idea to ob1 ain parks wi th a natural fr eq uen .v-
of 4 megac,n'lc. In addi tion he h as ('ontrollecl the resistance 
in lhe loop to clamp the 0 cillation in the fir t half cycle. 
The reslllting spark have a duration of 0.1 mi cro econd a 
shown I,), an oscillo cope l'cc'ord of the CUl'l'ent in the di -
charge. Thcl'e result an improvement in harpnes and 
flow detail in the haclowgraph pictu l'e. 
Light alinement and ealibration,- The essential cilarac-
teri tic f the hadowgl'aph optical s)~stcm is that i t mu t 
project the model image from the plane of nigh t to the 
phoLographic plate without intJ'oducing errol'. In principle, 
lhi can be accomplished eiLher b~T alinement 01' by calibra-
tion , but in practice a perfec tly alinecl system is impo ible 
to produce. , ince it \Va proposed to m ea lire position 
accuratc' to 0.001 inch , th e allowable el'J'or in l igh t ray diJ'ec-
tion became 7 X 10- 5 radian 0 1' 0.004°, There are several 
reasons why the sy tem can not be alined and maintained to 
lhis degl'ee of perfecLion: The collim aLinO' mirrol's and te t-
section \' inclows are not optically perfect; the light somce is 
mountecloO'-axi of the collimat ingm irl'ol' ; and the mounting 
framcs arc not pcrfcctly rigid and arc subjccL to temperature 
eO'ects. 
X evel' theles , the optical )'stem was aJined with some care 
in order to l'educe corrections to a minimum. The l'olati\Te 
position of spark and collimat ing mirror WC1'e carefully 
adjusted to make th individual bcam vcr)" nearly parallel 
w ithin them elye. Al 0, the light heam \\'e]' made Ye l' tical 
by rotating Lhe mirror, Th en the s~'stem was calibrated. 
T o determ ine the res idual Cl'l'ors in parallel i m wi thin each 
beam, a grid plat e was placed in each hadowgraph station 
and photographed . The plate coverecl the en tire - by 
1 O-inch field of v iew and wa perforated with 63 harp-edO'ed 
holes placed at the cornel' of 1-incb square . The pacing 
of the hole imagcs was compared with the physical pacing 
of the hole in Lh e plate to determine the elTOL' in pm'alleli tn , 
Er1'ol's were founcl which were large enough to cau e model 
posit ion errol' of a few thou andth of an inch in the wor t 
places. Th en a 5-foot-long Invar bar whose precise length 
llaci been measured in a gage laborato L'Y wa et up in the 
te L section with one end in a given h aclowgl'n,ph tation ancl 
the otbel' end in an adjacent s tation and the two end were 
photographed. Tbu , the im age po itions in the (\\,0 tation 
corresponding Lo a precisely known eli Lance interval in the 
test cc LioH were recorded. Th is ope rat ion \Va repeated for 
cach pa il' of station at tlll'ee leyels wi thin Lhe test section 
(0 define the intervalrelat ionsilips of tbe foUl' stations. The 
17-foot Im'ar scale ",hi h ex Lend th e full length of the Le t 
sect ion and appears in the hadowgl'aph p ictures (fig. 13) 
was thu calibra tcd. 
To pr event loss of the calibration d ue to hifting of the 
mirror and the parks, there wa devi ed a photographic 
reference sysLem to detect the changes n,nd provide a basis 
for correction. Thi s system records the illln,ges of ha1'p-
edged hol es in thin plates placed at two elevat ion in each 
hadowgraph ligh( beam. 'Vll en lhe lighl heam Lil t, tbe 
spacing of the hole images changes and the amount of change 
i a direct mea ure of the angular eli turbance as illu trated 
in figure 14. The reference holes are eparated ver tically by 
3 feeL This is 2.4 Limes t he ayerage distance of proj ection 
of the model unage. There is, therefore , an eO'ective mag-
nification of 2.4; that is, a change in light direction cau ing 
0.0020-inch change in the model po it ion will appear as a 
0.004 -inch change in the reference hole spacing. Thi make 
the resolu tion of the systcm good and h as till more funda-
m ental siO'nificance, namel~~, Lhat the reference hole itself 
can be ph)' icaJly displaced by 0.005 inch bef 1'e cau ing a 
0,002-mch elTOI' in position. In contrast, a mirror edge need 
til t by only 0.000 inch to cause Lhe same elTor. ~\.ppl'eciable 
corrections from the reference sy tem arc routinely applied. 
That the correc tions are uccessful in r emoving elTOrs is 
indicated by checks that have been made from lime to t ime 
of the OYer-all accmacy of lengLh mea lll'emenl by J'eph Lo-
graphing the 5-foot length tandal'd placed aL random 
locations in the te t ection. T he length of the bar ba 
always been mea ured corrcct to " ' ith in 0.00:3 inch and 
u ually closer than that. 
I n the reading of mod el po i tions from Lbe hado\\'graph 
plate, additional error is caused by lhe lack of sbarpnes of 
the model edge in the pictures. 'Yhen rxamined uncleI' a 
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microscope, Lhese edo-es arc blm red , everal thoLlsandLh 
of an inch wide dLle to the finite apcr-tme size of the OUI'ce 
and to the finite luration of the park. The r equil' m en t , 
however , i not to read ab olute po i t ions, but to read 
interval , for example, th distance covered between the 
firing of parks 1 and 2. If corre ponding points in the 
image from two adjacent tation are u ed , the interval 
can be r ead more preci ely than the ab olute po iLions. 
In maIling such r eading with a microscope (u ing a cOOl'di-
nate comparator of the type used by a tronomer to m easure 
star coordinate ), differ ent observer s will r ea 1 the di tance 
intervals with a di agreement dependin o- on the quali ty of 
the linage but u ually Ie than 0.003 inch. Even when 
the errors due to light alinement and the errors du e Lo 
r ea ling are considered, the interval r eadings are thougb t to 
be accura te to within 0.003 inch on the average, 
Chronographs,- Two chronograph have been deycloped 
for this facili ty. One wa put into operation when the facili ty 
was buil t and the oth er wa added later. In the original 
cbronograph, electronic transmis ion of the time ignaIs Lo 
the poin t of recording was avoid d b ecau e i t wa feared 
that the ignals might have d iff er ent Ll'ansmis ion times and 
cau e error. T herefore the signal were tran mitted optically 
to the r ecording film . The tran miss ion Limes were then 
known to differ b)- Ie than 0.01 m icrosecond. With Lh is 
in trumen t a a standard, a second, all-electronic, chrono-
graph wa d eveloped. T he latter one ha greater time re 0-
lution and ha b een shown to give r e ults compatibl e' with 
tho e of Lhe optical chronograph . 
The principle of the opLical chronograph i shown sche-
matically in fio'ur 12. W hen a park fu'e , part of the lighL 
is directed b y a ystem of 1 nses and mliTOl'S to a film drum 
where it produces a pot exposure on a 35-mm frlm sLrip. 
A t the cenLer of the drum there is a 45 0 mirror rotating at 
high speed to distribute the time ignal from lhe four 
parks along the I5-fooL circumference of Lhe drum. If Lhe 
peed of rotation of the mirror were preci ly known and 
cons tan t during a revolu Lion, and if the film shrinkage 
over tbe 15-foot ]ello-Lh were assured uniform, lhe above 
data would be ufficien t to defin e tbe time ill tervals. mce 
in practice the e condition are not accurately fu lfilled , a 
second series of clo ely paced marks is r ecorded on Lhe film 
to erve a a time standard. This set of pip r e ult from the 
flashing of a H - 6 lamp , a high-pre me mercLll',Y vapor 
lamp, under the con trol of a piezoelectric er.\' tal. Usually, 
the lamp is flashed at 20-micro econd interval alLhough 
otber interval can b e elected as r eq uired. A mall eg-
ment of the 35-mm film r ecord howing ome Lime-base 
pip and on e staLion pip is r eproduced in figur ] 5 (a) . T h e 
most importan L r equiremen t of Lhe ti:tne-ba e inLervals is 
that they b e equal ince relative accLlrac," rather Lban 
ab olute accuracy is the crucial requirement. Actuall.\- both 
relative and ab olute accuracy arc attained, the former as i 
evidenced by the uniformity of spacing of thc H - 6 pip 
(uniform within 0 .5 percent or 0.1 micro eco nd), and the 
latter by checking againsL the BUl'eau of Lanclal'ds freq Llency 
calibration ignal. Th e reading of time in tervals b eLween 
park firin gs proceeds by co un ting the 20-microseco nd t im e-
base intervals and inl rpol aLing lll e s taL ion pip po itions in 
the interval wher e Liley occur. ' Vith good r ecords, the 
readings of different ob rver will agree within 0.1 micro-
second and in ce there arc no known y temaLic eITor of this 
magnitude, the in trumen t i believed to he thi accurate. 
/ 
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FIGURE 15. Fi lm records rrom the two ch ronograph:;. 
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The second chronograph uses commercially available 
electronic-counter chronographs, which r esolve time to the 
nearest % microsecond, together wi th an interpolating circuit 
to determine the fractional parts of a microsecond in each 
interst tion interval. The interpolating circuit was inven ted 
and developed at the Ames Laboratory by R. O. Briggs and 
W. J. K erwin. It consists of an oscilloscope tracing a 
circular pattern with a frequ ency of 400 kc or one tUTn every 
2.5 microseconds. When a spark station fires, an electrical 
pulse is sen t to tbe interpolator and tbe pat tern is momen-
tarily brightened. A radius-change circui t tben acts to 
decrease the rad ius of the circular trace for the r ecord of tbe 
next station, and the process r epeats for tbe fOUT- tation 
group producing a pattern of folll' circles each visible only 
during the time the spark is on (fig . 15 (b)) . Any one time 
interv 1 may be thought of as ome whole number of 2.5 
micros cond intervals plus a fractional interval. The whole 
number of turns is deduced from t he readings of the counter 
chronographs. The fractional part is r ead from the oscil-
loscope r ecord. 
The )'csolu tion of th is device is very O'ood- the time rec-
ords can easily be read to the nearest 0.01 micro econd . 
The ac-cmacy, however , depends on getting the signal from 
t lt e spark to the interpolato r in exactly equal time and also 
depends on having equal duration characteristic in the foul' 
sparks. The latter point is really very fundamental to the 
whole p roposi tion of accurate time and distance measure-
ment, and has bee n studied by comparing the curren t-Lime 
curves of thc foul' sparks wi th an oscilloscope and working 
with the ci rcuits un til tbe four sparks had similar curve. 
Al 0 , lite olwiou precaution of using the same circui t com-
ponent and lead lengths in each station has been ob erved. 
As a result, it is believed that the accuracy of this instrument 
is not far diffe rent from i t resolution, namely, n eal' 0.0 ] 
micros condo Comparison have been made of ti me measure-
ments ,,-i th t he two independent chronographs and tbe 
intervals are found to agree wi thin the normal r esolution of 
the optical clu'onograph, 0.1 microsecond, when the latter is 
free of pip oycl'laps. Frequently, the disagreement is of the 
order of hundredths of a microsecond. 
MEASUREMENT OF AERODYNAMIC QUA NTITIES 
As ill baUi tic ranges, aerodynamic forc es a nd momen ls are 
decluc d in th is facili ty from t heir efrect on t he model fligh t 
path. Drag causes tbe model to decelerate. Lift cause 
the mod el to depart from straigh t-lin e fligh t. Pi tchin g moment 
cause angular acceleration a bou t a tran verse axi . Similarly, 
other aerodynamic quantities will affect t1le mod el flight. 
The eHect is recorded and the cau e is deduced. I n addi-
tion, considerable information is obtained dU'ectly from th e 
shadowgraph pictures concerning the state of the boundary 
layer , laminar or turbulent; the location of transition ; the 
existence of separated flow wbere it occurs ; etc. The 
various measurement procedures will now be de cribed . The 
first one, the measurem ent of dr ag, will be given rather 
completely as typi.cal of the procedures used. For brevity, 
the other procedures will be de cribed in principle and no t 
in detail. 
DRAG MEASUREMENT 
T he record from which the drag is derived is th e time-dis-
tance history from the foul' shadowgraph tation , hicb 
photograph tbe horizontal plane (giving three distance 
in tervals) and the corresponding time intervals. The aver-
age velocity in the succes ive intervals decrea e progres-
sively and the rate of decrease is a measure of tbe drag. 
y 
L 
Tunnel OXIS X ~~~~~~--~------~~~----------------------
o 
FI(1URE 16.-Y ector d iagram of lift and clrag. 
T he equation for computing the drag coefficient i de-· 
veloped by writing ~ ewton's second law for the force and 
acceleration componen ts parallel to the tunnel axi. Since 
the model fJigb t paths are not, in general, perfectly parallel 
to the tunnel axis, and since the mod els oscillate in pitch as 
tbey fly , there exists a variable compOl1 en t of lift force 
acting parallel Lo the tunnel axi a can be een from figure 
16, and tbe acceleration equation becomes 
D cos e+ L sin e=-m ~~ 
Sin e e never exceeds 2°, equation (4) may be written 
du (OD+CLe)qA=-m cIt 
As uming a lineal' lift curve, 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
The component of lift force along the x axis is therefore a 
product of th e small quanLities, a and e, and will normally 
be negligible compared to CD. In ca e where th is term can 
be omi tted, equation (5) reduces to 
du 
CDqA=-m dt (7) 
The approximate expressio n for dynami c pre sure, 1/2 pu2, 
differ by Ie than 0.1 percent from the exact expre sion, 
1/2 P V 2, becau e the lateral component of velocity are small. 
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This appro:}.:imate expression is inserted in equation (7) to 
obtain 
or 
O 1 2 A du "D'2 pU rl.=-m dt 
where K = pA 
2m 
( ) 
(9) 
Using the lower limi ts, x= o and U= Ui when t= O, we inte-
grate equation (9) twice to get the following logarithmic 
expression: 
KODx= I n (KODUit+ 1) (10) 
Equation (10) cannot be solved for OD explicitly. To facilitate 
use of the equation, the logarithm is expanded in the infinite 
eries, 
KODX=KODUit-~ (KODUit)2+ 
1 (_1) n-1 
'3 (KODUit)3 . . . n (KODUit)" (11 ) 
oting that 
and 
and dividing through by KOD yields 
Xm=Umit-~(KOD) (Utt)2+~(KOD)2 (Uit)3 .. . +~( -KOD)n- 1 (Utt)" 
(12) 
This is the required relationship between the time-distance 
data and the drag coefficient. The terms 
are the equation of uniformly decelerated motion. (KODu/ is 
the deceleration at t= O). The additional terms are re-
quired to account for the decrease in dynamic pressure with 
time as the model decelerates. The series converges rapidly. 
Terms in powers of t greater than 4 are rarely significant. 
The quantities Xm, t, and K in equation (12) are obtained 
from the time-distance record, from model measurement, 
and from the air-stream calibration. Because there are two 
unknowns, U"'i and OD, two numerically independent equa-
tions must be written from equation (12) using time and 
distance data from three stations. The two equation are 
solved simultaneously for OD by an iterative procedure which 
first neglects the higher order terms and then corrects for 
them. The data from the four shadowgraph stations can 
be combined three at a time in four ways to produce four 
values of drag coefficient . The average of the four is as-
sumed to be the best experimental value. A least squares 
procedure would indicate the most probable drag value but 
would complicate the data reduction without significantly 
improving the results since the scatter of the four re ults is 
typically 2 percent. 
It has been assumed above that OD is constant through 
the test section whereas for the usual case of a model oscil-
lating in pitch, it is not. The variations in OD that occur 
are usually relatively small but may become large for large 
pitching amplitudes at high frequency if the lift-curve slope 
is large. Good testing procedw'e requires that the drag co-
efficient be held nearly constant (say within 5 percent) by 
regulation of the above variables . If this is done, then it 
can be a sumed that the mean dJ'ag coefficient measured is 
representative of the root-mean-square angle of attack and 
an appro}'rllnate correction is applied on this basis for the 
drag due to lift. 
Accuracy required in the time-distance measurements.-
The x component of motion of test models in the supersonic 
free-flight wind tunnel can for the most part be closely ap-
proxima ted by the eq ua tion for uniformly decelerated 
motion, 
(13) 
The main features of the accuracy problem can be studied 
from this equation with a considerable gain in clarity and 
simplicity over the use of equation (12). The drag enters 
equation (13 ) as it affects the deceleration. 
a=D/m (14) 
The deceleration is thus proportional to the dJ'ag as is the 
term, 7~ at2, hereinafter called the distance decrement and 
given the symbol, d. The distance decrement is, as its name 
implies, a physical distance. It is the difference, Utt-x, 
between the distance traveled in time t without deceleration 
and the distance traveled in time t with the given decelera-
tion. Its physical significance is illustrated graphically in 
figure 17. 
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FIGURE 17.-Illustration of the accuracy probJem for drag measurement. 
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Consider the problem of error in x with t exactly accurate. 
Consid!'l' also tha t the initial velocity, Ut, at t=O is exactly 
known. Then at time, 12, in figure 17, the mea urement of 
drag ,,~ ill be simply a mea urement of the di Lance decre-
ment , :tnd the percentage elTor in the measID'ed distance 
dec rem nt will al 0 be the percenLage elTor in drag. 
(15) 
For ex ' mple, if the distance decrement is 0.1 inch , an error 
in .J; of 0.01 inch ",ill cau e a ] O-percent error in drag. 
Actu Uy, however , the initial Yclocity of the model i Ull-
known and must be deduced from tbe lime-di tance mea ure-
ments. To do so requires the use of data from lhree tations 
which define two interval . Th e notation is explained in 
figure 17. 
(16) 
Combining these equation to elimillale the inilial yclocity 
and solving [or the deceleration yiclds the follo\\~ing equat ion: 
(17) 
Errors in x \\~ ill now be introduced i nto equation (17). The 
\\'o rsL deceleration mea uremenL will OCCID' ,,~ben the maxi-
mum error, ez, occurs at all three tations, di tribute 1 as 
ho\\~ n in figure 17. With these dis tan e elTors present , th e 
deceleration i wrong in the amount ea. 
t2/t! 
ea= - 4ex t 2(1-t /t ) 2 1 2 
(1 ) 
(19) 
(20) 
Equat ion (20) sho\\~s the ,,~or t error in drag for a given 
maximnm error in x and a given distance decrement, and 
d iITer from equatio n (15) by the factor (2l2/1 1) /(1- (t l /12) 1 
which , for equal spacing of the stations, ha the value 8. 
Therefore, in the ab ence of the precise knowledge of v t 
which was assumed in writing equation (15), th e errol' in 
drag is incrca cd by a factor of for the WOJ' t case of 
cumulative error. 
Equation (20) indicate a procedure having the following 
step for estimating the distance accuracy requirement : 
(1) From data on the model mass and air- tream dynamic 
pressure, elc., and using an e Limate of th e drag coefficient, 
calculate th e di Lance decrement. 
(2) Specify the acceptable percenLage inaccuracy in drag 
a ile! take that percent of th e distance decrement. Thi j 
the ac('uracy required with U t known. 
(3) Divide the dis lance error of step (2) by lhe {actor 
indicated in equation (20). 
Example: 
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FIGURE i8.-Drag accuracy as a func t ion of distance decrement. 
This is the tolerahle e),l'or in x for a single m asurement with 
the worst combin ation of elTors. For repeaLed measmements 
wiLh random errors, a somewhat larger error in x can be 
allowed and will he a \'eraged out. 
Equation (20) ha been applied to e timaLing the largest 
error in an individ ual mcasmemen t of drag coefficient that 
\\-ill occm in the super onic free-flight wind tunnel with di -
tanee errors of 0.003 inch and time accurate. This estimate 
has been ploUed again t distance decrement in figure 1 . 
Plotted on this figure for comparison are data on the scatter 
of ch'ag meaSLll'ements taken from experimental re ults in 
lhe facility wiLh a variety of tes models. The scatter of the 
four drag m a urements obtained with a single round i a 
resull of error ill measuring time and distance, and if the 
mean drag answer be regarded as COlTcct, then the extreme 
points in the scatter show the order of maximum ch'ag error 
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due to time and di tance errors. T be correspondence between 
the catter of data and the theoretical error cmve is apparen t. 
T hat the correspondence i not exact j due to the facts that: 
the m aximum error in a given run will generally not be Lhe 
maximum po sible elTor, depending on how the errors of 
measmement are distribu ted ; malleI' di tance error than 
the maximum assumed, 0.003 incb, undoubtedly ocelli'!' d 
in many cases; and time errors a well a di tance error are 
involved. I evertheles , the general validity of the metho 1 
is well suppor ted by thi comparison. 
The time enol', et, whicb is equivalent Lo a given distance 
error , ex, can be found with the aid of tbe erroneous point 
hown at time, t1, in figme 17. Pre uming that such a poin t 
ba been measlll'ed, one doe not know if th reason it fail 
to fall on thc exact cmve is err or in time or in dis tance or in 
both. For present plll'poses, two possibili ties will be con-
sidered, a pme time error wi th distance acclll'ate, and a pme 
di tance error with time aCC lll'ate. T he two errors are indi-
cated on the figme and it is apparent that for mall errors, 
(21) 
On the basis of this resul t , the time elTors which are equiv-
alent to a 0.003-inch distance ClTor have been computed and 
are shown in figlll'e 19 as a function of mod I velocity. At 
tbe lower peeds time errors of the order of 0.1 microsecond 
are compar able to distance errors of 0.003 inch. As velocity 
is raised, time measmem n t must become increasingly 
accm ate to remain comparable to a 0.003-inch distance 
error. 
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FIGURE 19.- T ime errors equival ent to a O.003-inch distance error. 
It wa hown in equation (20 ) and figme 1 that the di -
tanee decrement is the e sential element in the accmacy 
problem, so a clo er examination of this quantity and the 
factors that will affect i t is indicated. imply expanding the 
distance decrement from its definition gives the desired 
information. 
Thus the distance decrement dep ends on the square of th e 
range length and on the first power of the air density and 
the drag coefficient. The model scale and model density 
affect th e di tance decrement Lhrough the raLio A:m. The 
larger and denser the mod el, Lhe sm aller the distance deere-
m ent becom es. The contribution of th e air-s tream velocity 
to Lhe dynamic pressure is in th e term, [1 + (ua/um12 , which 
increases the distance decrem en t at Lhe lower speeds bu t 
becomes less important as Urn becom es large compared Lo U a . 
Figure 1 shows that there is a more 01' Ie sharply defined 
critical di tance decrement below which drag measurement 
is inaccurate. The normal approach Lo drag measuremen t 
in the facility is to manipulate the above factors to obtain 
a satisfacto rily large distance decrem ent. 
The time and di tance accuracy requiremen t fOl' drag 
measm em ent, then, CaIUlOt be stated absolutely a imple 
numbers but depend on the model distance decrement and 
on the model velocity. With models of low density and 
mall cale, the requirements are relaxed. In practice, the 
distance decremenLs in 15 feet of flight have been held above 
1 inch for the most part but have ranged from 0.3 to 15 
inches. Drag resull with small scatter can be obtained 
from careful m easurements wb en the distance decr em ent 
exceed 0.5 inch. This i probably Lhe most meaningful way 
to state the accuracy capabilities of the facility. 
Some measurements of the drag of a 60° cone eylinder .-
As an example of th e drag data obtained, there are shown 
in figure 20 mea urements of the drag of a 60° included angle 
cone-cylinder at 1 I ach numbers from l. 5 Lo .2. The data 
below M = 4.5 were obtained with till air in the wind-
tunnel te t section and the remainder were obtained with 
"air'-on." The models were 0.1 inch in diameter, made of 
brass, encased in luciLe abots to protect their surface, and 
launched from a 0.220 wift rifle spirl-stabilized. A is evi-
dent in the figure, the internal consi tency of the da ta is 
very satisfactory, a little better for the till-air' tesLs than 
for the test with air flow. In Lhe lalter case, inaccurate 
determinaLion of the air' density at the instant of firing con-
tributed to Lhe scatter. Additional scaLLer is due to model 
differences. The average deviation of the experimental 
point from the curve is l.2 pereent and tbe "-orst point is 
3. percen t off the curve. The di tance decrements for the e 
models ranged from l.8 inches Lo 4.5 inches depending on 
test conditions. These measurement.s were reported in 
reference 5, wherein their' relationship to the predicted values 
of conical wave drag i discussed. 
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FIGURE 20.-JVlea ured drag coefficients of a cone-cylinder. 
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LIFT MEASU REME ' '1' 
As was Laled at the beginning of thi section, lift is com-
puLed rom measuremen ts of the curvature of the mod el 
fl igh L palh. T o develop the equations needed for this re-
duction, consider the fligh t of a model oscillating in pitch 
about thc attitude for zero lift . A ume that the ampli tud e 
of oscillation is limi ted to the range of linear lift and pitching 
momen t 0 that the oscilla tion is inu oida] , and for Im-
pliciLy, consider the 0 cillation to be undamped .7 
a = a.\! sin 2rrjt (23) 
The lift and acceleration normal to the fligh t path will then 
vary lOU oidally. 
(24) 
Integratio n gives the time history of lateral posi tion of the 
model een Le l" of gravity, 
CLaqAaM . 
y=- m (2rrj)2 sm 2rrjt (25) 
From equalion (25) and observation of the frequency j , the 
ampli tude of pi tching aM, and the la teral po ition history of 
the flight, the lift-curve slope can be determined . I ni tial 
velocity along y and pha e hiftin g of the sine wave compli-
cate the equation a li ttle bu t do no t al ter the principl . 
7 A very near approximation for the actual fli ghts where the amplitude red uction per cycle 
is typically Icss than 5 perCl'nt . Of coursc, thc equations can also hc written with the damping 
included. 
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The detail of application of thi procedure are given in 
reference 1. orne typical data on the pitching 0 cillation 
an d lateral po ition history are shown in figure 21. I t i 
possible to determin e accurately the lift-curve slope when the 
depar ture from straigh t-line fligh t is a much as 0.1 inch. 
MEASU REMENT OF STATIC LO , GITUDlNAL STA BILITY 
The Latic longitudinal stability of aerodynamically table 
test models is determined from the frequency with which 
they oscillate in pitch . The frequency is given by the angle-
of-attack history to which a damped sine wave i fitted by a 
lea t square procedure a has been don e with the data in 
figure 2l. The frequency is related to the moment-c I've 
slope by the equation, 
(26) 
To locaLe the center of pressure, it i nece ary to know bo th 
the moment-curve slope and the lif t-curve lope ince 
L aa (xcp -XCg) = M aa 
or 
(27) 
The margin of stability is the quan tity directly obtained. 
F or small tatic margins, thi prove to be an inherently 
accurate way of locating cen tel' of pre ure ince even large 
percentage errors in tatic margin will 1'e ult in maU error 
In cen ter-of-pressuro loca tion . 
MEAS UREMENT OF R O LL CH AR ACT E RIS TICS 
T o measure aerodynamic characteri tic associated wi th 
model rolling motion a photographic record i made of the 
variations in roll po ition experienced by a tes t model in 
flight. To produ ce thi record, a high-speed motion picture 
camera in the ettling chamber of the wind tunn el is orien ted 
to view the te t seetion along a lin e approximately parallel to 
the tunnel axis. Illumination is provided by a searchlight 
in the wind-tunnel diffu er. With this pho tographic arrange-
ment, silhouette pictures are ob tained of the model in on-
coming flight. T he camera will record a maximum of 000 
frames per second, 0 the roll position is recorded on the 
order of one time per foo t of model travel. In figm 22, 
four frames from uch a record show the model rolling per-
cep tibly. The round object above and to the right of the 
model is the rifled sabo t ba e which trails several feet behind 
the model. R oll position i measured from these pictures to 
produce data like that hown in figme 23. 
To the measurements of roll position, there is fitted a 
theoretical curve. The equation of thi cmve is developed 
from the differential equation, 
d2cp dcp 
I x dt2 = l60+lp dt (28) 
which describes the resul tan t rolling acceleration due to 
control deflection and aerodynamic damping.s Integration 
of equation (2 ) lead to an expres ion for roll position as a 
function of time, 
, The roll!ng moment due to rolling velocity, lp, is bere considered negative when tbe rolling 
motion Is damped. 
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F IG U RE 23.- R oll po it ion history of a pi nning, fin-stabilized model. 
rp= rpt-f~ (Pt-P.)+ p .t+(Pt-P.) { x e (lpll z)t (29) 
p p 
in which only two variables occur, rp and t. This is empha-
sized by rewri ting equation (29) as 
(30) 
Fitting equation (30) to the experimen tal data by the method 
described in reference 6 yields values of the constants, 
aI, a2, aa, and k which, in turn, are directly related to the 
aerodynamic proper ties, lo and lp, of the te t configuration. 
First attemp t to apply this procedure to measure the 
damping in roll of a spinning fin- tabilized body of r evolu tion 
were unsati factory in that i t wa found that an unacceptably 
large range of damping-in-roll coeffi cients, GI , would permit p 
the theoretical curve to fit t he measured roll positions wi thin 
the accuracy of measurement. 9 Analysis showed the rea on 
for this lad: of determination of Glp ' If equation (2 ) is 
written for t he part!cular values of rolling velocity and roll 
acceleration a t the beginning and end stations of the tes t 
section , sub crip t 1 and 2, respectively, 
(31) 
then the rolling moment due to acciden tal wing incidence, 
loo, can be eliminated to yield 
(32) 
In the limit, a the di tance between tations 1 and 2 becomes 
infinite imal, 
(33) 
which shows that the damping-momen t coefficient is defined 
by triple differentiation of the roll-position data. Not only 
the roll acceleration but changes in roll acceleration must 
be measured, and the data were no t sufficien tly precise to 
yield this information in a working range of 15 feet. 
T o meet this difficulty, the models were fabricated with 
great care to reduce the term, loo, to a negligible value, and 
thu to make po ible the omi ion of this term from equa-
tion (2 ) . T he resulting expression for lp 
d2rpjdt2 
lp= Ix drp jdt (34) 
hows that only the direct measuremen t of roll acceleration 
i then required, and no t its rate of change with time. 
With thi simplification, accurate result for Glp were im-
mediately ob tained . 
For mea urement of aileron effectiveness, lo, model with 
control deflected are cau ed to pass through the test section 
at mall rolling velocity so that lpp can be neglected com-
pared to loo. Thi is achieved by launching the model from 
a rifled gun pinning in opposition to the deflected control. 
The model immediately begins to decelerate in roll and the 
gun position and other factors are regulated to let the 
model reach zero rolling velocity near the cen ter of the 
test section. Then 
(35) 
A correction to the measured con trol effectivenes is ub e-
quently applied for the mall remaining average rolling 
moment due to damping within the test section. 
, For this test, no control defl ection was applied. However, the control-moment term was 
retained to represent incidence of the wings aCCidentally prod uced in model fabrication. 
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nou ' DARY-LAYER INVESTIGATIO S 
Because the a ir temperature and body urface tempera Lure 
conditions of tests in th i faciliLy arc similar Lo those occur-
ring in Oigh L, the re has been interest in applying the faciliLy 
to Lhe st ud)- of b oundary-layer problems. At the ti.me of 
this \lTiLing, inYesLigations of 1,\\·0 types have b een com-
pleted, reported in references 7 and ,and ,,·hat is said here 
will he lim iL ed to describing the m ethods employed Lo obtain 
tho e ]"(·sulL. One \I-a a kin-friction investigation and Lh e 
other was concern ed with boundary-layer transition . 
Thc skin friction ,,-as deLerm ined from drag measure-
menls. A mod I ,,-as selected (shown at the right in fig. 6) 
having a high 1'a"io of wetted ar ea 1,0 frontal area (133 :1 ), so 
a to dewlop appreciable skin-friction drag compared to 
waye drag. However, wiLh th e best model that could be 
made to fly, th e kin 11'icLion w1Lb turbulent flo\ was lill 
in th e range of one-third to two-thirds of Lhe total drag, 
depend ing on th e 1 1ach number. It was n ecessary, th ere-
fore, to ac('ount for the large residual drag, preferably by 
experinlenL. To do thi , a tare model techniqu e was used . 
A shor t tubular model, like the test model in all re pect 
except length, was u ed for thi purpo e. The tare model 
was m ade to have th e am \\-ave drag and the ame 
boundary-layer trip as th e Le t model in ofar as the geom etry 
could be duplicated. Th kin fricLion on th e exLra len o-Lh 
of th e test model was then obtain ed by ubtracting the m ea -
ured drag of th e tare model from that of the te t model. 
mall correcLions wer e required for minuLe difference in 
geometry between th e Le I, and tare models. A further cor-
rection was made for th e sm all difference in ba e drag b e-
tween 1he test and tare m odels, using exi ting data for ba e 
drag in L\\-o-dimensional flow. Thu , the mea uremenL of 
skin friction \\-as r educed to the m ea uremen t of L\\-o drag 
coeffici('nt. Th e resulls of applying this proc dure to 
models ,,·itll turbulent boundary layer at ~1aeh numbers up 
to 7.25 aI"(' gi\'enin refer ence 7. 
Frcuftl, 2-I.- Shacloll"graph 1Sholl" in g boundary-layer Lran~ilion on one 
sid e of a body of re\-olulion at a :\Iach number of 3.5 and a lengLh 
Reynolds number of ] 2 million. 
Boundary-layer transition ha been tudied u ing the 
shadowgraph picture . The picture are quite definite as 
to where the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent as may 
be een in figure 24. Where the boundary layer i laminar, 
a diffraction pattern appears at Lhe model edge. (Thi pat-
tern is due to light ,,-ave interfer en ce and is not a view of th e 
laminar boundary laye r in any ense. The same paLtern i 
produ cd wiLh no flow. ) Although not clearly shown in th e 
photographic reproduction of figure 24, the point at which 
tlu·buleuce begin can be found by close examination of the 
original hadowgraph negat ive to locate the forwardmost 
eddies, which may a1 pear aL fiT t merely a irregularitie in 
the diITraction patLern. In add ition, observation i ma e of 
the envelope of ~Iach \I-ave disturbances which origina te at 
the irregular edge of th e Lurbulent boundary layer and are 
visible in the s tream wherever Lhe boundary la~'e r i turbu-
len t. IO omparison of tran ilion points indicated by the 
edd ie and by the 1Iach waves shows praeLicall)T exact corre-
lation. B ecau e of the hort dura tion of the hadowgraph 
sparks, Lhe instantaneous condi t ion of the boundary layer 
is r ecorded raLh er than the time-average value. In general, 
iL is found that the tr ans ition point fluctuate on the te I, 
model in flight , ch anging from one shadowgraph station to 
the next. tudy of a complete eL of pictw·e o- ive a fair 
sample of th e timewi e varia Lions thaI, OCClli". For further 
information on this te I, technique and r esult which h ave 
been obtained, sec reference . 
EFFECT OF AIR-STREAM IMPERFECTIONS ON AERODYNAMIC 
MEASUREMENT 
The all' stream in Lh e Arne super onie f1" e-fligh L \ ind 
t unnel, as in mo I, upersonic wind tunnel , is irnperfe(jt . It 
i p ertinent to examine Lhe effecL of the imperfection Oll 
Lhe aerodynamic m easurem enLs de cribed above. The 11aeh 
number, nominally 2, ranges bet\\-een L.96 and 2.00 wi Lh a 
mean valu e of 1.9. A ociated wi th thi ~1ach number 
\' ariation there are variation in s tat ic and dynamic pre sm e 
as well a appreciable s tream angulariLy. FortunaL ly, the 
test r esults arc not critically dependent on tbe perfection of 
the ail" sLream . A model, in fl)-ing throu gh the te t ection, 
average th e air prop rties it enco unter . Al 0 , it tend. to 
reduce the percen tage variaLion becau e it moLion i equiv-
alent to a componenL of s tream velocity which i fr ee of 
imperf 'e tion. For example, a giyen lateral componen of 
tream velocity ,,-hich cau e a certain st1' am angularity 
relative to a flx ecl model will cau e smaller str eam angul arity 
on the movi.ng model becau e th e stream angle will b e defin ed 
by va/ (u,n+ua) . 
The m aAimum tream angle found ill the survey \Va ap-
prec iable, O. ° for a tationary model. For a test Mach 
nwnber of 4, the maximum become 0.4 0 , and as the te I, 
~Iach number is increa cd to 10 , the maximum stream 
angularity goe to 0.16 0 . These angle arc mall compared 
1,0 the piLching ampli tude normally enco untered and OCClli' 
10 Distinction must be made between thc Mach waves originating from body-fixed dis-
turbances, such as machine marks, and tbose originating at the irregular edge of the turbulent 
boundary layCl. The former are inclined at about tho free-stream Iach angle, whcr as the 
latter are inclined at a Mach angle characLCI·istic of a lower )1ach number. 'I' bis is because 
tbe t urbulent air is in backward motion along tbe body and thcrefore bas a lower speed relative 
to the free stream tbau does tbe body. 
\ 
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mainly in the vertical plane so they do not affect pitching 
motion in a horizontal plane. Furthermore, the frequency 
of variation of the stream angle i about five Limes the 
natural frequency in pitch of the test models so Lhat the 
pitching respon e of the models to the impressed variation 
i weak. It i therefore concluded that no serious error i 
caused by the stream angularity. The dynamic pressure 
variation that occurs i a cause of orne scatter in the results 
becau e the mean dynamic pressure is not preci ely equal 
in the three di tance in tervals, showing a variation of the 
order of 0.5 percent. tatic pressure gradient along the tun-
nel axi cause buoyancy force which are small compared 
to the drag and can be ignored. Furthermore, they are 
compen aLing in effect, being sometimes decelerating and 
orne times accelerating in sense. The variations in te t 
Mach number are not significant since appreciable changes 
in aerodynamic coefficienL normally do not occm at higb 
uper onic peed when the te t Mach number is changed by 
the maAwum variation that occurs, 0.1. Thus, it appears 
that the air tream inlperfections pre ent do not significanLly 
impair the precision of the results. 
CO CLUDING REMARKS 
The Arne upersonic free-flight wind tunnel i a deparLme 
from the conventional approach to the problem of aero-
dynamic testing at high supersonic 1Iach numbers. Experi-
ence has hown that it is a productive way to stu 1y many of 
the problems of flight in the 1Iach number range from 2 to 10. 
Al though it appeared at fir t that the short te t ection 
would limit the capabilities of the wind tunnel, careful 
attention to model design, particularly in regard 1,0 model 
mass and moment of inertia, and development of suitably 
accurate in truments for mea UTing position and aLtitude as 
a function of time have made it possible to meaSUTe accurately 
the drag, initial lift-cUTve lope, and center of pres ure of a 
wide variety of configUTations. Some fundamental a lvan-
tage of the facility are that the stagnation temperaLUTe it 
develops are nearly as great as in free flight through the 
atmosphere and the Reynold numbers arc relatively high 
due to the fact that the tests am conducted in air of near 
atmospheric den ity at all Mach numbers. These features 
make the facility a technically feasible and valuable tool 
for studying boundary-layer problems under the heat-trans-
fer conditions of flight. 
The exten ion of this facility to higher 1Iach numbers 
appear feasible . By usc of a :'Iach number 3 air-stream and 
model velocities only slightly in exces of those currently 
attained, test Mach number up to 15 can be realized . 
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